
Littl� Benga� Men�
143 Golden Cross Lane, Bromsgrove, United Kingdom

+441527873311 - http://littlebengalonline.com/our_menu.php

Here you can find the menu of Little Bengal in Bromsgrove. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Little Bengal:

in the last month had more outlier of these types. eating was extraordinary every time! the food has appeared
every time within minutes and I live in rocky hills. can not be mistaken this place is so far read more. What User

doesn't like about Little Bengal:
We are loyal regular customers and at tonight ordered our usual meal. hours and minutes later it finally arrived

(after times being told it was minutes away). The meat madras turned out to contain pieces of dry chewy
chicken...(no meat). The chicken and mushroom balti was unrecognisable(don't know what it was but nothing like
a balti) and contained what appeared to be tandoori chicken which was tough, and barely cook... read more. At
Little Bengal from Bromsgrove you have the opportunity to enjoy delicious vegetarian menus, in which no trace
of animal meat or fish was processed, The creative fusion of different meals with fresh and occasionally daring
ingredients is highly valued by the visitors - a good example of Asian Fusion. Most dishes are prepared quickly

for you and served, With original Indian spices, meals are delicious and freshly prepared.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
NAN

Lam� & Hähnche�
DHANSAK

Indisch� Beilage�
PARATHA

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Lam�-Curr�
PASANDA

Bread� & Ric�
PESHWARI NAAN

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

KING PRAWN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SALAD

FISH

BREAD

LAMB
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